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Abstract

This whitepaper introduces an innovative mecha-
nism for pricing perpetual contracts and quoting
fees to traders based on current market conditions.
The approach employs liquidity curves and on-chain
oracles to establish a new adaptive pricing frame-
work that considers various factors, ensuring pricing
stability and predictability. The framework utilizes
parabolic and sigmoid functions to quote prices and
fees, accounting for liquidity, active long and short
positions, and utilization. This whitepaper provides
a detailed explanation of how the adaptive pric-
ing framework, in conjunction with liquidity curves,
operates through mathematical modeling and com-
pares it to existing solutions. Furthermore, we ex-
plore additional features that enhance the overall
efficiency of the decentralized perpetual protocol.

1 Introduction

Perpetual futures contracts, a relatively recent in-
novation in derivatives trading, are gaining traction
in the cryptocurrency landscape. Sharing similari-
ties with conventional futures contracts, they allow
traders to trade on an asset’s future value with-
out actually possessing the asset. A key distinc-
tion lies in the fact that perpetual futures contracts
don’t have an expiration date. This feature enables
traders to maintain their positions indefinitely, as
long as they uphold a healthy margin ratio. In
turn, this provides traders with enhanced flexibil-
ity and the capacity to effectively manage their risk
exposure. Several approaches to implement perpet-
ual contracts have emerged over time to solve in-
efficiencies, each with its own trade-offs. There are
two main approaches to market making in perpetual
contracts: Order book-based and Automated Mar-

ket Maker (AMM) based systems. In order book-
based market making, traders place buy and sell or-
ders at different price levels based on their view of
the market, creating a traditional order book. The
market maker makes a profit by buying at lower
prices and selling at higher prices. While this ap-
proach offers greater control over trade execution, it
can suffer from low liquidity, higher spreads between
the bid-ask price, and susceptibility to price manip-
ulation. In AMM-based market making, a pool of
liquidity is created on the AMM by passive Liquidity
Providers (LPs) that act as a counter-party for all
trades. The buy and sell prices are calculated based
on a mathematical formula, and the AMM charges
a small fee on all trades to incentivize the liquid-
ity providers. AMM-based markets enable smaller
traders to participate in the market, as they do not
need to provide large amounts of capital to create
an order book. AMM-based markets are more re-
sistant to market manipulation since the price is
determined by a mathematical formula. However,
the liquidity providers are exposed to the risks of
Impermanent Loss (IL) and smart contract security
risks. The use of a fixed mathematical formula to
determine the price of the contract can result in the
price deviating from the spot price of the under-
lying asset, leading to arbitrage opportunities and
other market inefficiencies[3]. PariFi is a decentral-
ized perpetual protocol that aims to make trading
on-chain derivatives more efficient for traders and
liquidity providers. PariFi enables all user classes to
gain exposure to an asset class without ever owning
or interacting with the underlying asset. The assets
can vary from cryptocurrencies, stocks, fiat, or com-
modities, as long as an on-chain price oracle for the
asset is available. Traders can take long or short po-
sitions on these assets with leverage based on their
risk profile. These trader positions are backed by
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depositing some collateral value, and the AMM pro-
vides them with leverage for a borrowing fee. The
positions can be left open indefinitely without the
need to roll them over[2], as long as the collateral
deposited is sufficient to cover the fees and any unre-
alized losses. Liquidity providers (LPs) can supply
liquidity to the AMM to earn a share of the proto-
col revenue [5]. The majority share of the protocol
revenue is distributed to the LPs for supporting the
AMM, and a portion of this fee goes to the pro-
tocol treasury. A user can earn passive yield by
providing liquidity to the AMM without having to
deal with complex software and sophisticated tools
for active market making. The protocol generates
revenue from the open/close position fee, total bor-
rowing fees, and liquidation fees. Apart from the
fees, the protocol also generates revenue from trader
losses; however, all trader profits are paid from the
liquidity deposited in the protocol. PariFi aims to
bring parity to traders and liquidity providers alike
by balancing both sides of the trades—by maintain-
ing low and attractive fees for traders while also
ensuring that liquidity providers are fairly compen-
sated for the risk of passive market making. We
aim to achieve these goals by implementing novel
features as listed below:

• Liquidity Curve: PariFi uses liquidity curves
and on-chain oracles to create an adaptive pric-
ing framework, which ensures market stability
and predictability. It is a measure of market liq-
uidity and is intended to have similar effects of
the bid-ask price spread of an order-book based
protocol. The framework uses parabolic curves
to quote prices that account for the type of as-
set, market conditions and the total utilization
of liquidity. This is described in more detail in
Section 2.

• Base and Dynamic Borrowing Fees: The adap-
tive pricing framework introduces a system of
base and dynamic borrowing fees, enabling the
protocol to adjust fees based on prevailing mar-
ket conditions. To dynamically modify these
fees according to market conditions, the pro-
tocol employs a parabolic curve for the base
borrowing fee and a sigmoid curve for the dy-
namic borrowing fee. This flexibility benefits
both traders and liquidity providers by ensuring
competitive fees for traders while fairly com-
pensating liquidity providers for their contribu-
tions to the AMM. The different components of
these fees and their formulas are explained in
Section 3, along with their mathematical mod-
els.

• Improved Price Oracles: The protocol imple-
ments a two-step process for order creation and
settlement, coupled with multiple price oracles,
to address challenges related to reliability, ac-
curacy, and security. This approach mitigates
risks such as front-running and price manipu-
lation by updating the oracle price on-demand
during settlement and allowing traders to set
a maximum slippage. By utilizing multiple or-
acles and comparing their prices, the protocol
ensures resilience against single-source data is-
sues and selects the least favorable price to the
trader within acceptable limits to further en-
hance fairness and security.

Other features:

• Auto-compounding LP vaults

• Meta Transactions (Gasless transactions)

• Limit Orders

• Risk Mitigation for markets

2 Liquidity Curve

PariFi employs an adaptive pricing framework that
uses a parabolic liquidity curve to provide asset
price quotes to traders. This U-shaped symmetric
curve is utilized for quoting prices on both sides of
the trade. Similarly, Curve Finance employs a hy-
perbolic curve for its constant product invariant to
maintain liquidity balance.[1]

The general function of a degree 2 parabola is

f(x) = ax2 + bx+ c (1)

with a, b, c ∈ R, a 6= 0.

In our case, the liquidity curve is a function of
utilization and is used to calculate the deviation of
the quoted price from the actual price provided by
the on-chain price oracle.

2.1 Motivation

In any order-book-based protocol, the bid-ask
spread serves as the de facto measure of market liq-
uidity. The bid-ask price spread is the difference
between the buy price and the sell price of the asset
quoted by the Market Maker (MM) in an order-
book-based protocol/exchange. A trader accepts
one of these prices based on whether they wish to
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buy or sell the asset. The spread increases as liquid-
ity becomes more scarce or if the market conditions
are not favorable to the market makers[2]. Market
makers and professional traders who recognize im-
minent risk in the markets may also widen the dif-
ference between the best bid and the best ask they
are willing to offer at a given moment.

In the case of an AMM-based perpetual protocol
like PariFi, it is crucial to factor in the available
liquidity, risk profile of the asset, and current mar-
ket conditions when quoting prices. If the proto-
col fails to capture these factors in quoting prices,
it would result in direct losses to the protocol and
LPs. Hence, it is imperative to consider these points
when quoting prices to traders. We achieve these
goals by using the liquidity curve, which calculates
the deviation or virtual spread from the oracle price
based on the current Utilization (u) of the pool. We
also use the constants Deviation Coefficient (kδ) and
a Deviation Constant (cd), which adjust the curve
based on different parameters.

2.2 The Curve

The liquidity curve used by PariFi is a function of
Utilization and Deviation and has the formula:

δ = kδ · u
2 + cd (2)

where

• δ = Deviation percentage

• u = Current Utilization percentage

• kδ = Deviation coefficient

• cd = Deviation constant

The formula models the relationship between liq-
uidity and asset prices and is utilized to quote prices
for both sides of the trade, ensuring pricing stability
and predictability for traders. Figure 1 plots a graph
of Utilization vs Deviated ETH Price when the price
of ETH is constant at 2000 USD and the value of
Deviation Coefficient (kδ) is 0.0004. As utilization
u of the market increases, the deviated price quoted
to the trader gradually moves away from the actual
price received from the price oracle. The curve is
used to control the steepness of the deviation. The
impact of utilization on the deviation δ is adjusted
using the deviation coefficient (kδ), as illustrated in
Figure 3.
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2.3 Utilization (u)

Utilization of the pool is a measure of how much
liquidity is available to traders to open positions.
When more liquidity is available, traders are en-
couraged to open positions by quoting prices that
are very close to the actual market price. This is
similar to the very low/negligible spread in the case
of an order-book exchange. As more positions are
opened by traders, liquidity is locked for these posi-
tions, reducing the total available liquidity and in-
creasing the utilization. As utilization increases, it
should become more expensive to borrowing funds
for traders, and less favorable prices are quoted for
the trades. This is similar to a high bid-ask spread
in the case of an order-book exchange.

2.4 Deviation Coefficient (kδ)

The Deviation Coefficient (kδ) is a constant set by
the protocol based on the risk profile of the asset
and market conditions. As the value of kδ increases,
the curve becomes steeper, and deviation increases
more rapidly with an increase in utilization. As-
suming that the market conditions are the same, a
low value for this constant means that the asset is
more stable, while a high value means that the as-
set is more volatile. Figure 3 is a graph plotted with
Utilization(u) vs Deviation(δ) for different values of
the deviation coefficient (kδ). As we can see, the
deviation increases more rapidly with utilization for
higher values of the coefficient and vice versa.

2.5 Deviation Constant (cd)

The Deviation Constant (cd) is used to set the min-
imum deviation for the curve for a specific asset.
Initially, the value of this constant is set to zero,
but can be fine-tuned based on the risk profile of
the asset and market conditions.

3 Base and Dynamic Borrow-
ing Fee

In the case of an AMM-based perpetual protocol,
when a trader opens a leveraged position, they
are essentially borrowing money from the liquidity
providers (LPs) of the AMM. The LPs expect a re-
turn on the capital that is lent to traders. The cost
of borrowing capital for a leveraged trade should
vary with the current market conditions and avail-
able liquidity. The AMM should be fairly com-
pensated for the risks associated with lending liq-
uidity, as all trader profits are a direct loss to the
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Figure 3: Impact of Utilization on Deviation for
different values of Deviation Coefficient kδ

AMM. Therefore, the borrowing fees should reflect
this added risk. The borrowing fees are expected
to be higher than the lending rate of low-risk over-
collateralized web3 lending markets like Aave1 and
Compound2 as these markets are not exposed to this
risk.
The protocol has been designed to ensure that

the fees reflect the points mentioned above, provid-
ing fairness for both traders and liquidity providers.
The total borrowing fees consist of the Base Bor-
rowing Fees (Fb) and the Dynamic Borrowing Fees
(Fd). The total borrowing fee for a position is equal
to:

TBF = Fb + Fd (3)

where

• TBF = Total borrowing fee

• Fb = Base borrowing fee

• Fd = Dynamic borrowing fee

The Base Borrowing fee is charged for all trades,
while the Dynamic borrowing fee is charged only to
one side, depending on the Market Skew of the open
positions. These components are explained in detail
below.

1https://aave.com/
2https://compound.finance/
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3.1 Base Borrowing Fee

The Base Borrowing Fee (Fb) is the fee charged to
both sides of the trade for borrowing liquidity from
the AMM. The fee is different for each asset and
is calculated using a Parabolic Curve similar to the
liquidity curve explained in Section 2. The base
borrowing fee depends on factors such as the risk
profile of the asset, current market volatility, and
liquidity utilization. The Base Borrowing Fee (Fb)
is calculated using the formula

Fb = kb · u
2 + cb (4)

where

• Fb = Base borrowing fee

• kb = Base coefficient

• u = Utilization percentage

• cb = Base constant
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Figure 4: Utilization vs Base Borrowing Fees for
different values of Base Coefficient (kb)

The Base Coefficient (kb) is used to control the
steepness of the Borrowing Fee curve. A lower value
of the base coefficient results in a small increase in
the base borrowing fee with utilization, while higher
values of the coefficient result in rapid increases in
the fee as utilization increases. This relationship
is represented in Figure 4, where a line graph of
Utilization vs Base Fee is plotted for different values
of the Base Coefficient. As we can see, when kb =

0.005, the borrowing fee curve increases slowly and
gradually as utilization increases. However, when
kb = 0.0325, the borrowing fee increases rapidly as
utilization increases.
It is essential to choose the base coefficient for

an asset wisely, depending on the stability and risks
associated with the market-making of the asset.
The Base constant (cb) is initially set to 0 and can

be modified later by the protocol based on market
activity and governance. When the value of this
constant is 0, the base borrowing fee starts from
zero. It can be used to set a minimum amount of
borrowing fees so that the curve is shifted up by this
value.

3.2 Dynamic Borrowing Fee

In an order-book-based perpetual protocol, a Fund-
ing Rate is used to keep the mark price close to
the index price and to balance the markets. Fund-
ing payments are paid by traders that move the
mark price away from the market price and earned
by traders that move the price close to the market
price[2]. However, in the case of an AMM-based so-
lution like PariFi, as prices are quoted by the price
oracles using the liquidity curve, we do not have a
funding rate. However, to balance the market skew
of active positions and to deleverage risks to the
protocols, PariFi introduces a Dynamic Borrowing
Fee.
The Dynamic Borrowing fee is used to balance

the skew in markets and is charged to only one side
depending on the imbalance in Open Interest (OI) of
long and short positions. This fee is paid by the side
which has the higher OI to the AMM, as the AMM
is the Market Maker here on behalf of the LPs that
take on the risk by providing liquidity. This helps
keep the overall fees low, as all interest earned goes
to the LP, resulting in a higher yield for liquidity
provided. This also benefits the traders as they can
take advantage of lower borrowing fees.
The Dynamic Borrowing Fee is a Sigmoid function

and is calculated using the formula:

Fd =
M · (1−

1

ekσ
)

(1 +
1

ekσ
)

(5)

where

• Fd = Dynamic Borrowing fee

• M = Maximum dynamic borrowing fee
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• σ = Market Skew

• k = Constant used to determine the steepness
of the sigmoid function

The same formula can be represented in a simpli-
fied form as

Fd =
M · (1− e−kσ)

(1 + e−kσ)
(6)

The Dynamic Borrowing Fee (Fd) depends on the
market skew σ, a constant k that controls the steep-
ness of the curve, and the maximum value of the
dynamic borrowing fee M .

The market skew (σ) is calculated using the open
interest of long and short positions as follows:

σ =
|L− S|

P
(7)

where

• σ = Market skew

• L = Open interest of long positions

• S = Open interest of short positions

• P = Total pool value

Figure 5 plots a line graph of Market skew (σ)
vs Dynamic Borrowing Fee (Fb) for different values
of the steepness constant k. For lower values of k,
the dynamic borrowing fees increase almost linearly
with the market skew. However, as the value of k in-
creases, the dynamic borrowing fees increase rapidly
even for a small increase in the market skew. Stable
assets should be configured to have low values of k,
while very risky and volatile assets should have a
higher value of k.

4 Improved Price Oracles

Oracles are a bridge between the real world and
blockchain networks. Price oracle smart contracts
are a type of external data source that provides up-
to-date information on the price of assets such as
cryptocurrencies, stocks, commodities, or fiat cur-
rencies for use in decentralized applications. Many
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Figure 5: Market Skew (σ) vs Dynamic borrowing
fees (Fd) for different values of k

protocols use price oracles for executing smart con-
tracts that involve asset trading or price-dependent
decisions. Using price oracles can present several
challenges that protocols must address to ensure the
reliability, accuracy, and security of the data pro-
vided. Other risks, such as front-running (though
external to the price oracles themselves), also pose a
threat to the protocols. Front-running refers to the
practice of taking advantage of advanced knowledge
of real-world data or pending transactions to gain
an unfair advantage in a trade. A lot of research
has been put into transaction reordering and front-
running of Price Oracles in decentralized markets
[3]. Due to the nature of how blockchain smart con-
tracts work in an adverse environment, the trader
always can take advantage of information asymme-
try and exploit the price difference for an unfair ad-
vantage [4] [3].

PariFi uses a combination of techniques to ad-
dress these challenges. The protocol uses a two-
step process for Order creation and Order settle-
ment. The execution price is the oracle price at the
instant the transaction is settled. Traders can set
a maximum slippage between their submitted price
and the execution price. If the price deviates more
than the slippage from the instance the order is sub-
mitted until the time it is settled, the transaction is
reverted. During order settlement, the protocol re-
quests an oracle price update on-demand [7] from a
network of price aggregators, so the execution price
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is always the latest price available for consumption.
There are additional checks on the timestamp these
feeds were last updated, and any outdated price is
rejected.

PariFi uses multiple price oracles to settle the or-
der. This ensures that the protocol is not prone
to price manipulation or incorrect feed at a single
source of data. During order settlement, the price
from both data sources is compared, and if the de-
viation is above the configured threshold limit, then
the transaction reverts. In case the deviation be-
tween both the oracle prices is more than the min-
imum acceptable limit but less than the threshold
limit, then the protocol uses the price which is least
favorable to the trader and more favorable to the
protocol.

5 Other Features

5.1 Auto-compounding LP vaults

Auto-compounding LP Vaults play an essential
role in enhancing the perpetual protocol’s efficiency
and user experience. Built on the EIP-4626 stan-
dard, these vaults automatically compound the fees
earned by the Automated Market Maker (AMM)
over time, providing liquidity providers with a pas-
sive income strategy that eliminates manual claims
for rewards or fees.

The PariFi protocol offers two types of vault as-
sets: stable and volatile assets. This distinction al-
lows liquidity providers to select their desired risk
profile when engaging with the protocol. Profits and
fees generated from trading activities are directly
credited to the vault, increasing the value of vault
tokens over time. It is crucial to note that the proto-
col’s losses, such as trader profits, are also paid from
this vault, ensuring a balanced ecosystem that aligns
the interests of traders and liquidity providers.

By implementing auto-compounding LP Vaults,
PariFi aims to simplify the process for liquidity
providers while maximizing their potential returns
in a user-friendly and efficient manner.

5.2 Meta Transactions (Gasless
transactions)

Meta Transactions, or gasless transactions, repre-
sent a key feature that enhances the protocol’s func-
tionality and user experience. The approach allows
users to pay for gas fees using ERC20 collateral to-
kens, eliminating the need for multiple token ap-
provals and streamlining the transaction process.

A decentralized network of Relayers[6] submits
transactions on behalf of users, ensuring a seamless
and efficient user experience. The protocol relies on
cryptographic signatures to verify user wallets and
employs secure implementations of the finalized EIP
standards EIP-712 and EIP-2771 to maintain the
highest levels of security and trust.
Users are also able to set a deadline, after which

a transaction cannot be executed, adding an extra
layer of control and flexibility to the trading process.
By integrating meta-transactions into the pro-

tocol, PariFi aims to offer a more accessible and
user-friendly trading environment that caters to
the evolving needs of both traders and liquidity
providers in the decentralized finance ecosystem.

5.3 Limit Orders

The integration of Limit Orders, including Stop
Loss, Take Profit, and Create Order functionalities,
significantly enhances the versatility and adaptabil-
ity of the PariFi perpetual protocol. These features
empower traders to better manage their risk and op-
timize their trading strategies in a dynamic market
environment.
Stop Loss orders enable traders to set a prede-

termined price level at which their position will
be automatically closed, minimizing potential losses
in case the market moves against their prediction.
Conversely, Take Profit orders allow traders to lock
in profits by closing their position once the market
reaches a specific price level in their favour.
Create Order functionality offers traders the abil-

ity to place orders at specific price points, enabling
more strategic and precise execution of trades. This
feature is particularly useful in volatile markets,
where rapid price fluctuations can present signifi-
cant opportunities for profit.

5.4 Risk Mitigation for Markets

PariFi has configurable limits per market that al-
lows the protocol’s governance to set customized
risk parameters for every asset, to ensure a secure
and efficient trading environment that caters to the
needs of both traders and liquidity providers.
The protocol can adjust risk parameters such as

maximum open interest, leverage, and exposure for
each asset. This implementation effectively miti-
gates potential risks and upholds a balanced trad-
ing environment, safeguarding the interests of all
market participants. Asset volatility risks are also
controlled using the fields Base Coefficient kb and
Base Constant cb of the Base Borrowing Fee and the
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steepness constant k of the Dynamic Borrowing Fee,
explained in Section 3. Liquidity risks can be con-
trolled by configuring the Deviation coefficient kδ
and Deviation constant cd of liquidity curve, which
is explained in Section 2.
Traders benefit from the ability to adjust their

strategies according to predefined risk tolerances,
while liquidity providers gain from controlled expo-
sure to specific assets. This approach ensures precise
and accessible risk management, fostering a sustain-
able and stable market experience for all users.
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